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FICT 

Uncertainty about the Future 

   
 

Covid-19 

Vaccination Ongoing 
Purikali – The vaccination campaign 

that started at a very low pace in January 

had a significant increase after April and 

now has reached more than 4,500,000 

shots applied. According to the Ministry 

of Health and Sports, around 48% of the 

population received both doses of the 

vaccine. Due to this, the number of cases 

is decreasing since June. Expectance is to 

have all the population vaccinated with 2 

doses until the end of the year. Fears, 

however, about the delta variant of the 

virus are leading the government to 

consider a third dose to be applied to all 

the people. Restrictions are still being 

imposed on passengers coming from 

abroad, beside social distance, masks and 

quarantine that are still being required in 

Kaupelan. The total number of cases 

surpassed 37,200 in August and deaths 

are around 670. 
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Purikali – After 10 years of its 

foundation on June 25, 2011, the Forum 

of International Cooperation and Trade, 

with headquarter in Purikali, has its 

future obscure. There are speculations 

in Kaupelanese diplomatic circles about 

what could happen with the 

organisation that congregate countries 

around the globe in these hard times of 

pandemic. Three countries – Guelphia, 

Pannonia and Amargo – left FICT since 

last May, reducing the number of 

member states to 11. Furthermore, the 

last General Assembly to be held by 

videoconference was cancelled and the 

Games that would be played in Adzhatia 

this year risk of being cancelled as well. 

Kaupelanese  ambassador  to  FICT 

Alwisyu Tanwahu denies any crisis, but 

other diplomats, like former ambassador 

Aryanto Nuhusedim, state that the 

situation of the Forum is uncertain and 

requires a new “injection of enthusiasm” 

to survive. Opposition politicians to Ms 

Wisnumatan’s government, as Ms 

Etimadan Lao (Socialist Party), blame 

the government for not proposing 

effective actions to change the situation.  

Among proposed actions there are 

some joint efforts: 

- to fight Covid-19, especially to 

ensure 100% vaccination in the member 

states;  

- to fight against climate changes; 

- to recover the tourism in the member 

states, with cultural events, etc. 

Men’s Football 

Royal University Second in the Union Cup 

Garimpeiros – Yesterday, after a 1-1 

draw with Grár Ýlvar of Yukland in the 

final match (lost by penalties, 3-4), 

Royal University of Purikali secured 

second place in the Union Cup played in 

Ytyrama. It was the best result of a 

Kaupelanese team since the first edition 

of the tournament in 2010, only equaled 

by   the   vice-championship   of   MKA  

Kaupelan in 2013. 

Grár Ýlvar: Đormæn; Hém, 

Asklænd, Sténtœrn, Vatnlænd; Merc, 

Kjær, Skœðjœð, Grœnðor; Ægressœn, 

Óstfjœrð. 

Royal University: Nai; Tanumalin, 

Rainhot, Aramkuru, Akisadewa; 

Desajaya, Ahimahan, Belo, Umayunti; 

Hawakeng, Kalfet. 

 


